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General rules
on parking permits for people with reduced mobility
General
The parking permit is valid throughout the country on streets and in public places.
It is also valid in most European countries in accordance with an agreement concluded between
Ministers of Transport. Details of periods of validity abroad are available from organisations for
the disabled or from each country’s embassy.

PLEASE NOTE!
The parking permit is not valid on sites where the landowner allows or forbids parking,
unless the owner permits it. Contact the landowner in each individual case.
Period of validity
The parking permit provides entitlement to
- park for no more than three consecutive hours where local traffic regulations forbid parking
- park for no more than 24 consecutive hours where parking is permitted
- park in a parking space reserved for people with restricted mobility for no more than 3 hours,
with a parking disc
In certain municipalities there are regulations on longer permissible parking times than
those described above. Contact the relevant municipality for details.
The parking permit does not provide entitlement to park in a space that has been reserved for
certain purposes, e.g. a taxi zone.
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Charge
The parking permit does not provide a general exemption from the obligation to pay parking
charges. Contact the relevant municipality for details.
Miscellaneous

The parking permit is not transferable and may only be used by the holder.
The loss or theft of a parking permit must be reported to the municipality, which issues a new
permit. Lost or stolen permits must be reported to the police and are blocked. Found permits
should be handed in to the police or the municipality that issued the permit.
The parking permit and parking disc must be displayed on the inside of the vehicle’s windscreen
in such a way that the front of the permit is clearly visible from the outside.
Any misuse of the permit may lead to it being revoked.
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In public car parks parking is permitted for 24 hours.
A fixed charge is payable for parking for more than 3 hours with a parking disc, where so
required.
On streets where parking is banned parking is permitted for three hours.
If you have any questions, please call tel.: 08 523 031 22 or 08 523 031 30
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